SEIU and MHP: Partners in Union-Busting

**SEIU**

- NUHW filed charges with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) against SEIU for:
  - Threatening our jobs if we didn’t pay union dues
- In January, SEIU sent MHP a letter demanding and end to the transfer work agreement. This forced our co-workers to be needlessly laid-off.
- Agreed to back-room deals with MHP even though we voted down a concession-laden contract twice.
- Continues to harass us with negative and nonfactual fliers and mailings

**Mercy Health Partners**

- NUHW filed charges with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) against MHP for:
  - Stopping the transfer work agreement
  - Failing to bargain in good faith
  - Refusing to provide our bargaining team with requested information
- Allowed SEIU workers at Mercy to continue to be covered by the transfer of work agreement but illegally denied our members that right.
- Deducted SEIU dues from our checks months after we voted to leave SEIU
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